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Abstract.  
The past decade has seen a massive increase in the number of chemical-related 
publications. Automatic identification and extraction of compounds and drugs
mentioned in these publications can greatly benefit drug discovery research. 
The BioCreative CHEMDNER task focuses on recognizing and ranking
mentions of these compounds in text (CDI) and extracting mention locations
(CEM). We investigated an ensemble approach where dictionary-based named 
entity recognition is used along with grammar-based recognizers to extract
compounds from text. Using an open source indexing system, we assessed the 
performance of ten different commercial and publicly available lexical 
resources in combination with three different chemical compound recognizers. 
The best combination along with a set of regular expressions was used to 
extract the compounds. To rank the different compounds found in a text, a
normalized ratio of frequency of mention of chemical terms in chemical and
non-chemical journals was calculated. When tested on the training data, our 
final system obtained an F-score of 88.5% for the CDI task, and 81.0% for the
CEM task. 

Keywords: Named entity recognition, Molecular structure, Chemical databases, 
Chemical identifiers 
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1 Introduction

The past decade has seen a massive increase in the number of chemical
-related publications in scientific journals and patents. With the
increase in the amount of available literature, it becomes harder to find
interesting, relevant and novel information from these unstructured 
texts [1]. The ability to automatically index every individual
publication with the chemical entities mentioned in them, can ease 
finding of relevant information. Ranking these chemical entities based
on accuracy can also increase the certainty of the relevance of the
publication. Also, identifying and extracting the location of every 
mention of chemical compounds in each of these publications can later
be used to establish relationship with other entities or concepts [2].  

Different text-mining approaches can be taken to extract chemical 
named entities from text. Approaches have previously been categorized
as dictionary-based, morphology-based, and context-based [2]. In 
dictionary-based approaches, different matching methods are used to
lookup matches of the dictionary terms in the text [2]. This approach
requires well-defined and good-quality dictionaries. The dictionaries 
are usually produced from well-known chemical databases. This 
approach may well capture non-systematic chemical identifiers, such as 
brand or generic drug names, which are source dependent and are
generated at the point of registration. The drawback of a dictionary 
approach is that it is nearly impossible to include all systematic 
chemical identifiers, such as IUPAC names [3] or SMILES [4], which
are algorithmically generated, based on compound structure, and follow 
a specific grammar [5]. Instead, morphology- or grammar-based 
approaches try to capture systematic terms by utilizing the particular 
grammar, for example through finite state machines [6]. Both of these
approaches may suffer from tokenization problems [2]. On the other 
hand, context-aware systems use machine learning techniques and
natural language processing (NLP) to capture chemical entities. The
drawback of machine learning approaches is the need of a gold
standard for training the system.

The BioCreative CHEMDNER task [7] aims at encouraging the
implementation of systems that can index chemical entities (especially 
the ones that are associated with a structure) in scientific journals.
Participants were invited to submit results for two different tasks. The
chemical document indexing sub-task (CDI) focuses on the extraction
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of a ranked list of chemical entities occurring in each of a set of
documents [7]. The chemical entity mention recognition sub-task 
(CEM) aims at providing the location of every mentioned chemical
entity within a document [7].  For this the CHEMDNER organizers
have provided participants with a manually annotated gold standard
corpus.

2 Methods & Discussion

We investigated an ensemble-based approach where dictionary-based 
named entity recognition is used along with grammar-based recognizers
and chemical toolkits to extract compounds from text. Using Peregrine,
an open source indexing system [8, 9], we analyzed the performance of
ten different commercial and publicly available lexical resources along
with three different chemical compound recognizers. This was done 
with different indexing settings using different tokenizers (for example 
case sensitive and case insensitive matching). The best combination
along with a set of self-defined regular expressions was used to extract 
the compounds.  

For the dictionary-based approach we tried to focus on 
compounds that are associated with a structure. We only extracted
information from databases with compound records that had MOL files
[10]. The following databases were used: Chemical Entities of 
Biological Interest (ChEBI) three-star compounds [11], ChEMBL [12],
Chemspider [13], DrugBank [14], Human Metabolome Database 
(HMDB) [15], NIH Chemical Genomics Center Pharmaceutical 
Collection (NPC) [16], Therapeutic Target Database (TTD) [17], and a
subset of PubChem [18] compounds likely to have structure-activity 
relationships and/or other biological annotations [19] with all of their
corresponding synonyms derived from PubChem substances. The 
extracted information contained brand names, synonyms, trade names,
generic names, research code, Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)
numbers, etc.  

In addition, we used the complete Jochem joined lexical resource 
[20] and a subset of chemical-related semantic types from UMLS [21],
although these resources do not contain MOL files. To capture family 
names, we also created a dictionary from the ChEBI ontology where we
only took parent compounds that did not appear in the ChEBI three-star
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database, assuming that these terms have a high likelihood of being a
family name. We call this dictionary ChEBI family.

Our preliminary approach was to extract non-systematic and 
systematic chemical identifiers using both dictionary- and grammar-
based approaches, family names using the ChEBI family dictionary,
and database identifiers using a set of manually defined regular 
expressions.  

Using the Peregrine tagger all the terms from the mentioned
resources were used to index the training and the development sets. 
This was done in separate runs with different settings: case insensitive, 
case sensitive, and only case-sensitive for abbreviations (defined as
terms where the majority of characters consists of capitals or digits).
Assuming chemical compounds will mostly be present in noun phrases
of a sentence, the above experiments were also repeated by only 
feeding noun phrases extracted with the OpenNLP chunker [22] to 
Peregrine.  

We also used a number of public and commercial software 
packages that can find chemical entities in text: NextMove’s LeadMine 
[23], ChemAxon’s Document to Structure toolkit [24], and OSCAR 4
[25]. These tools have implemented grammar-based recognition of
systematic chemical identifiers. 

The following stop words were used for all of the mentioned
experiments: 100 English basic words [26], PubMed stop word list
[27], Jochem stop word list [20], and stop words from the 
CHEMDNER guideline [7]. 

We used the BioCreative evaluation library script [28] to 
calculate precision, recall, and F-score. Based on the obtained scores on
the training and development sets, we decided on the best ensemble 
system. Our results showed that a combination of ChEBI three-star
compounds and HMDB (in case-sensitive mode) for the dictionary 
approach along with LeadMine and the self-defined regular expressions
performed best. For the CDI task, the micro-averaged F-score was 
66.7%, with 70.0% precision and 63.6% recall; for the CEM task, the
F-score was 62.2% with 66.3% precision and 58.6% recall. Including 
the subset of PubChem to this set improved recall with around 9%,
while decreasing precision by about 10%, yielding a small drop in F-
score. The use of the stop words list greatly improved overall
performance, whereas the use of noun phrases did not. 
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In the final setup we tried to further improve our systems by 
extending our dictionary with all gold-standard annotations from the
training and development sets that our systems initially missed. With 
this addition, the best system (combination of CHEBI three-star,
HMDB, LeadMine and regular expressions) reached 81.2% F-score,
73.4% precision, and 90.1% recall for the CDI task; these values were
75.0%, 68.5%, and 82.9%, respectively, for the CEM task.
Furthermore, we added all false-positive terms that were never
annotated by the annotators of the training and development sets, to our
stop word list. This further improved performance to 88.5% F-score
(87.6% precision and 89.4% recall) in the CDI task, and 81.0% F-score
(80.9% precision and 81.1% recall) for the CEM task.  

For the CDI ranking task, PubMed abstracts were divided into 
three subgroups based on subject categories from the ISI Web of
Knowledge [29]. The first group consisted of abstracts from chemical
journals, using the same categories as described in the CHEMDNER
guidelines [7]. The second group contained abstracts from non-
chemical journals (e.g., “Agricultural economics & policy” related 
journals). The final group contained the remaining abstracts. The first
two groups were indexed using Peregrine and all vocabularies. We
assumed that chemical terms should be present more frequently in 
chemical abstracts than in non-chemical abstracts. Based on the 
frequency of indexed terms, a normalized ratio was calculated between
zero and one. Whenever available this normalized ratio was used for 
ranking a term. If the ratio was not available (for terms not contained in
the vocabularies), we used the precision of the capturing system for that
term. A term with high ratio is found more frequently in chemical 
abstracts than in non-chemical abstracts and therefore is likely to be a
chemical term. Vice versa, a term with low ratio is likely to be non-
chemical, or highly ambiguous. This approach may also be used to
detect ambiguous or erroneous terms in chemical databases.  
Finally the following five runs were submitted for both the CDI and the
CEM subtasks:  
Run 1 - system with the best F-score (case-sensitive matching)
Run 2 - system with lower F-score, but higher recall (case-sensitive 
matching)
Run 3 - system with the best F-score (partially case-sensitive matching)  
Run 4 - system with lower F-score, but higher recall (partially case-
sensitive matching)
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Run 5 - system with the best F-score (case-sensitive matching), with an
extended stop words list based on the ratio previously discussed. In this 
run whenever an overlap was seen between indexed terms the longer
term was chosen.

Finally it should be noted that our system can provide structures 
for all found terms with the dictionary-based approach, as only terms
with MOL files were included from ChEBI, HMDB, and subset of 
PubChem. Also the LeadMine tool can provide structure for extracted
terms. Only the missed annotated terms in our training data, which
were added to our vocabulary to improve the performance of the 
system, are not linked to structure information.  
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